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Failure & 62% Already
Have Microscopic Blood
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HAF (Https://Humansarefree.Com/Author/Ascanu)  July 14, 2021

The vast majority of people who are getting

injected for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-

19

(https://humansarefree.com/category/coronavirus))

will die within a few short years from heart

failure, warns Dr. Charles Ho�e, M.D.

(https://principia-scienti�c.com/doctor-

heart-failure-from-mrna-jabs-will-kill-

most-people/), a medical practitioner in

British Columbia, Canada.

In one of his latest updates, Dr. Ho�e

explains that he is observing in his patients

who took an mRNA (messenger RNA)
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“vaccine” from either P�zer-BioNTech or

Moderna that their capillaries are now

plugging up, which he says will eventually

lead to a serious cardiovascular event.

Wuhan Virus mRNA shots are programmed

to turn a person’s body into a spike protein

“factory

(https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-

21-christiane-northrup-explains-risks-

covid-vaccine-shedding.html),” and Dr.

Ho�e says that over time these mass-

produced spike proteins cause progressive

blood clotting.

No fewer than 60 percent of people who

take an mRNA injection will su�er from

these blood clots – and in the end, an

overwhelming majority will end up six feet

under due to the damage caused.

“We now know that only 25 percent of the

‘vaccine’ injected into a person’s arm

actually stays in your arm,” Dr. Ho�e

explains one his blog. “The other 75 percent

is collected by your lymphatic system and

literally fed into your circulation so these

f
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little packages of messenger RNA, and by

the way in a single dose of Moderna

‘vaccine’ there are literally 40 trillion mRNA

molecules.”

Dr. Ho�e says that while these packages

were designed by Big Pharma

(https://humansarefree.com/category/big-

pharma) to be absorbed directly into

people’s cells, the only place they can

actually be absorbed is around the blood

vessels and into capillary networks, which

are the tiniest blood vessels where blood

�ow is slow and where genes are released.

“Your body then gets to work reading and

then manufacturing trillions and trillions of

these spike proteins,” he says “Each gene

can produce many, many spike proteins.

The body then recognizes these are foreign

bodies so it makes antibodies against it so

you are then protected against COVID.

That’s the idea.”
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MRNA Injections Insert “Spiky

Bits” Into Blood Vessels,

Eventually Causing Heart Failure

Though the claim has long been that these

spike proteins act as a deterrent to viral

infection after being injected into a person’s

body, the reality is that they actually

become part of the cell wall of a person’s

vascular endothelium.

“This means that these cells which line your

blood vessels, which are supposed to be

smooth so that your blood �ows smoothly

now have these little spikey bits sticking

out,” explains Principia Scienti�c.

Dr. Ho�e says it is an inevitability that the

injected will develop blood clots because

as the vaccine-inserted spike proteins

embed themselves within blood vessels

and capillaries, blood platelets circulate

around trying to �x the problem by creating

increasingly more clots
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increasingly more clots.

“So, when the platelet comes through the

capillary it suddenly hits all these COVID

spikes and it becomes absolutely inevitable

that blood clots will form to block that

vessel,” he writes. “Therefore, these spike

proteins can predictably cause blood clots.

They are in your blood vessels (if mRNA

‘vaccinated’) so it is guaranteed.”

It turns out that these blood clots are

di�erent than the “rare” ones spoken about

on the media that show up on CT scans and

MRIs. These are microscopic and do not

show up on tests, as they can only be

detected using a blood test known as D-

dimer.

Dr. Ho�e has been performing D-dimer tests

on his mRNA “vaccinated” patients, which

led him to discover that at least 62 percent

of them have these microscopic blood

clots.

“The most alarming part of this is that there

are some parts of the body like the brain,

spinal cord, heart and lungs which cannot
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[regenerate],” he says. “When those tissues

are damaged by blood clots, they are

permanently damaged.”

Reference: NaturalNews.com

(https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-07-13-

doctor-says-mrna-vaccines-kill-most-

people.html)
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